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Camera Laptop Dolly 
  

Description brève du produit :  

Prosup designed the LapTop Dolly specifically
for small Broadcast / Video teams. The dolly is
made of CNC engineered aluminium and
stainless steel. The LapTop Dolly can be folded
and with the following accessories, it all fits in
one Pelicase. 

  

Codes produits :  

Référence PS961
EAN13 : -
CUP : -  

      

  

Description du produit :  

Camera dollies are used in professional video productions and filmmaking. With the Prosup
Camera Dolly it is possible to make horizontal camera movements smoothly. The film camera is
mounted to the dolly to be able to move toward or away from the subject during recording. It is
possible to push the dolly back and forward, without taking pains. Designed specifically by
PROSUP for the Video / Film maker, who requires mobility with capacity and strength, the laptop
dolly succeeds with this requirement. Prosup designed the LapTop Dolly specifically for small
Broadcast / Video teams. The dolly is made of CNC engineered aluminium and stainless steel.
Camerman can mount the E-Jib onto the Dolly. The original dolly size is 90x70cm (35.5×27.5?)
and thus it clears any door opening. The ingenious folding mechanism allows the dolly to
minimize in size and to fit a Pelicase. The dolly comes with 3 pre-mounted 100mm bowls for low
shots. Straight travel shots are secured by a track locking mechanism. The LapTop Dolly can
take a camera person with the swivel support or a tripod with the tripod tie downs or a pedatsal
column via specially made adapters. The turnstile can be mounted to facilitate a swivel of 360°
around the centre post. Besides the standard centre position, the swivel support unit can also be
mounted offset thus allowing the camera person for additional moving space.The riser sits on the
Euro mount of the swivel and comes with a 100mm bowl on the top. Via the 100 to 150mm
adapter, bigger fluid heads can also be mounted. The riser and the seat can be extended and
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locked to the most convenient position. Pedestal Columns Removable columns of the most
popular pedestals can also be fitted on the LapTop Dolly. The necessary adapters and
receptacles are available in the Prosup accessory range. Thus the dolly is a great solution for any
OB work with diffcult floor conditions. The packing concept of the LapTop Dolly is really unique.
On three levels all necessary accessories can be stored away: Bottom: air tyre set and tie downs
for rock-solid lock of a tripod to the dolly Middle: track wheel set for straight and curved tracks,
push bar to be mounted on either side of the dolly, steering lock for track mode and straight
ahead travel, space for Euro mount and air pump Top: the folded LapTop Dolly platform Fully
loaded and including the case the unit comes to over 40kg (90lbs) while the dolly itself weighs in
with a mere 15kg (33lbs)
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